
It’s fun to learn something new

and I always enjoy helping

someone out - I feel better...like

I’m giving back to the community.

I can talk to new people now and

have conversations with a lot of

different people now.

VILLAGE  WRENCH 19

If you’ve stopped by the Village Wrench Workshop in
the last few weeks, you may have noticed a friendly
new face. Devin Edwards is our first Youth Technician
and  helps with bike repairs during our open
community shop times.

Devin's first experience with Village Wrench was like
many others: “I wrecked my mountain bike and my
mom saw the Village Wrench sign for free bike repairs
in West Greenville. I met a volunteer that day, he
helped me repair my bike tube, and then told me about
the workshop. Ever since then, I’ve been coming back!”

Devin enrolled in our inaugural Six Cycle course; a
character and bike building program that empowers
teenagers to rebuild a bicycle with the help of a Village
Wrench mentor.

Devin's optimism and hardworking personality made
him an easy choice for our first youth hire. “It’s fun to
learn something new and I always enjoy helping
someone out - I feel better ... like I’m giving back to the
community. I can talk to new people now and have
conversations with a lot of different people now."

Thank you for helping provide Devin a great first work
experience. In 2017, we plan to have enough bike sales
and donations to expand our community shop times
and to offer more jobs to local youth.

Stay tuned!

- Devin Edwards, Village Wrench
Youth Technician

Coming this Spring
---

2nd Annual
Village Pillage
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When I can help
someone fix a bike, it
makes me feel like a

mini-HERO.
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